Course Description

It has been seven years since the Syrian uprising began and has gone from being a nonviolent revolution to one of the bloodiest and most tragic conflicts the Middle East has known in modern times.

As the war between the Syrian government forces and the Syrian opposition continues, civilian casualties increase astronomically, the refugee situation worsens daily, military measures become even more extreme, and the most precious jewels of Syrian culture and history are daily being reduced to rubble.

This course will explore nonviolent conflict management and mitigation in the context of extremely intractable war. We will explore the combination of skills and practices necessary to address short-term challenges, but with an eye to the fact that most intractability is only overcome over extended periods of time and in ways that dovetail universal and longstanding trends of human violence reduction. Human violence reduction is associated by science with ideas, philosophies, and behaviors that promote and express empathy leading to compassion and solidarity with strangers, the empowerment of women in conflict situations, the establishment, promotion and indoctrination of laws and principles such as human rights that are absolutely universal in nature, the promotion of business and areas of mutual benefit across sectarian, gender, religious and class lines in any given society, and negotiation, conflict and communication skills that promote compassion, self-control and the use of higher reasoning in tackling human problems, tragedies and struggles.

We will study, observe and practice the following:

- nonviolent conflict management and mitigation in extremely divided, distrustful and psychologically damaging situations (managing the conflict and moving it in a nonviolent direction)
• the benefits and challenges of the application of nonviolent resistance practices to the Syrian situation
• skills of citizen diplomacy
• the art of working across sectarian lines
• human rights promotion and successful conflict resolution
• civil society building
• women's empowerment that leads to less violence
• children's needs as a common interest across many lines that leads to less violence
• trauma and mental health care leading to more rational thinking and problem solving
• solidarity creation across many lines – sectarian lines, gender lines – through acts of compassion and generosity

This class will be a practice class in that half our time will be spent deeply engaging Syrian activists and learning from them, in addition to working with refugees in Jordan.

Explorations will be made of goal-oriented and principled processes of coalition building that focuses less on what or who is being opposed, and more on the ethical practices of what can be built for the future, as well as an ethical approach to nonviolent social change that is radically inclusive in the process of building peaceful post-conflict societies.

The course will entail lectures by Dr. Marc Gopin, touring in Jordan, studies with senior Syrian activist Hind Kabawat – the subject of much of the reading – and engagement with activists and refugees.

Course Structure

The course will take place from March 10 - 18, 2018, in addition to preparatory and follow-up meetings. Students will spend 9 days in Jordan (including travel). Each day will be structured as 3 hours class time, and the rest of the day and evening spent in field experience, guided discussion, and engagement. We will be studying as well as traveling in the country.

Course Requirements

A. Participation personally or virtually in one preparatory meeting prior to departure for Jordan – January 23, 2018.

B. Effective and successful engagement with others in Jordan, both in the class and with all Syrians and Jordanians that the class engages. **25% of grade**

C. Two 5-page journals that describe your experience of the intervention and trip, and analytically reflect on class readings, discussion, interviews and day-to-day experiences. Write about how the experience relates to your own ideas and your
own way of thinking about and understanding the world. How has your perspective changed? You should also include any critiques of the material presented to you along with your reasoning behind your critiques. The journals should have a personal as well as an academic element to them. One journal should be written while you are in Jordan and the other after you return. Each journal: 15% of grade. First journal due Sunday, April 8, 2018. Second journal due Sunday, April 22, 2018.

D. Research Paper: The research paper should analyze one or a few of the above approaches to conflict management and violence reduction (bullet point list above) over the short term and over the long term in the Syrian situation, studying the challenges to each approach in the short and long term. The second half of the paper should propose bold recommendations for future projects and interventions, both by parties inside the conflict and by those individuals or states who are outside the conflict but perhaps contributing to it. The length of this paper should be 20-30 pages double-spaced (for undergraduate students, 15-20 pages double-spaced). 45% of grade. Due Sunday, April 22, 2018.

E. Follow up meeting, post-trip, in April 2018 to prepare for papers and evaluate the experience.

F. The total classroom time for this course will be no less than 46 hours. This is based on 1 three-hour preparatory class before travel, 8 three-hour class sessions while in Jordan, as well as hearing from multiple guest speakers in the region, and 1 three-hour classroom session a few weeks after returning home from the course.

Course Topics

1. An introduction to the Syrian war and all the contributing parties and factors, including the global players.
2. An introduction to the efforts to stop or mitigate the violence, including nonviolent resistance, civil society efforts, and international diplomacy (or lack thereof), including the lack of ceasefire efforts.
3. An exploration of what leads to less violence universally and how – if at all – this pertains to the Syrian situation.
4. The complex question of religion and sectarianism versus the manipulation of global and regional actors to perpetuate the conflict, and the question in general of Syrian Islamic extremism and the reality on the ground.
5. Nonviolent conflict management and mitigation in extremely divided, distrustful and psychologically damaging situations (managing the conflict and moving it in a nonviolent direction).
6. An examination and critique of the following methods of social change in the context of Syria:
   • the benefits and challenges of the application of nonviolent resistance
practices to the Syrian situation
  • skills of citizen diplomacy
  • the art of working across sectarian lines
  • human rights promotion and successful conflict resolution
  • civil society building
  • women's empowerment that leads to less violence
  • children's needs as a common interest across many lines that leads to less violence
  • trauma and mental health care leading to more rational thinking and problem solving
  • solidarity creation across many lines – sectarian lines, gender lines – through acts of compassion and generosity

**Reading Materials**

**Required Text for Purchase**


**Required articles and book chapters**


Articles by CRDC staff (required)


Gopin, Marc. “‘Ceasefire’ is the Syria Word We Need to Hear.” 2 January 2014. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/marc-gopin/ceasefire-is-the-syria-wo_b_4532727.html


ALL articles found at http://www.huffingtonpost.com/author/hindkabawat-515

(To read the articles in chronological order, start from the bottom)

- Idlib Women in Jeopardy. What’s Next?
- In Geneva, Trying to Keep Syrian Civilians Safe
- At Geneva, Syria’s Future Put on Hold Yet Again
- Astana Must Be a Stepping Stone to UN-led Negotiations in Geneva
- The International Community’s Duty to Protect Syrian Women
- The Time for Leadership to Protect All Civilians Across Syria
- Europe Must Help Syria’s Women Make Peace
- A Syrian call to Europe for help
- Lingering Questions Surround Geneva III
- Riyadh Conference: What Makes It Different?
- My Memories of the First Syrian Film Festival in Toronto
- A Story of a Refugee Woman in Zaatari
- Syrian Ramadan at the Edge of War
- Yarmouk Camp, Anybody still there?
- A Syrian School's Healing Powers
- Hidden Minorities, Hidden Tragedies: A Beautiful Syrian World in Trouble
- Muslim and Christian Prayer
- Women of Syria Tell The Real Story
- From Green to Black: What Happens to a Revolution Without Support
- Children of Syria
- Meet the Women Rebuilding Syria in the Midst of War
- Two Evils in the Syrian Revolution

ALL entries on Nousha’s blog, “Diary of a Syrian” http://diaryofasyrian.wordpress.com/
Other articles by CRDC students or about Project Amal ou Salam


Videos to Watch (at least 2)


Required reading and viewing ends here; everything below is recommended but not required.
BBC – Use this resource to gain a thorough understanding of the conflict

The Carter Center’s Syria Conflict Mapping Project: https://www.cartercenter.org/syria-conflict-map/

Recommended Text


Recommended Viewing

*Return to Homs*, 2013 documentary directed by Talal Derki

Other PBS Frontline documentaries on Syria

Honor Code and Plagiarism

A reminder: Plagiarism or other violations of the honor code are not acceptable in this or any other GMU class. In addition to the following, please see the S-CAR handbook: http://www.gmu.edu/departments/ICAR/newstudent/Appendix_L.pdf.

All George Mason University students have agreed to abide by the letter and the spirit of
the Honor Code. You can find a copy of the Honor Code at: academicintegrity.gmu.edu. All violations of the Honor Code will be reported to the Honor Committee for review. With specific regards to plagiarism, three fundamental and rather simple principles to follow at all times are that: (1) all work submitted be your own; (2) when using the work or ideas of others, including fellow students, give full credit through accurate citations; and (3) if you are uncertain about the ground rules on a particular assignment, ask for clarification. If you have questions about when the contributions of others to your work must be acknowledged and appropriate ways to cite those contributions, please talk with the professor.

**S-CAR's Policy:** Faculty require that all written work must be available in electronic form so that it can be compared to electronic databases. Faculty may at any time compare a student's written work against electronic databases/plagiarism detection software without prior permission from the student. Individual instructors may require work to be submitted in print and electronic form. Faculty are encouraged to require students to submit work through Blackboard’s SafeAssign program. Faculty may also directly submit work using the same system.

**University Resources and Assistance**

**English Language Institute**
The English Language Institute offers free English language tutoring to non-native English speaking students who are referred by a member of the GMU faculty or staff. For more information contact 703-993-3642 or malle2@gmu.edu.

**The Writing Center**
The Writing Center provides tutors who can help you develop ideas and revise papers at no charge. It can sometimes accommodate walk-ins, but generally it is best to call for an appointment. The services of the Writing Center are also available online.

**Location:** ARL311 **Contact:** 703.993.4491 or [http://writingcenter.gmu.edu](http://writingcenter.gmu.edu). It is a free writing resource that offers individual, group, and online tutoring.

**Disability Resource Center**
The Disability Resource Center assists students with learning or physical conditions affecting learning. Students with learning differences that require special conditions for exams or other writing assignments should provide documentation provided by the Disability Resource Center. Please see one of the instructors the first week of classes.

**Location:** SUB I, Room 222 **Contact:** 703.993.2474 [www.gmu.edu/student/drc/](http://www.gmu.edu/student/drc/)